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A guy who simply writes what he feels.. :)
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I Miss You
 
I miss those days when I used to be with you
I miss those moments that I never thought They'd go
 
I miss every word that you once said for me
I miss those two that we always used to be,
 
I miss every night that you used to be its star.
I miss those places where you've never been that far.
 
I miss that year when this gape was not so wide.
I miss every step that I walked with you beside.
 
I miss that time when your dream was same as mine.
I miss your smile that was giving my life its shine.
 
I know you've gone forever and never looked behind.
I feel you left me lost in thoughts of terrible mind.
 
I know that love story is just memories today.
But I miss that lovely angel you used to be one day
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Love Is Not Blind
 
They said that love is blind
                                         But once I thought it's not,
I spent terrible nights,
                                         and pain is what I got.
There were days of happiness and pleasure,
                                         but suffering was the theme
I thought I've got a treasure,
                                         but that was all a dream. 
A story with no end,
                                         is what I'm living now.
Although it's hard to adapt,
                                        but I'll be better somehow
Love is such an innocent,
                                       that I'd never blame.
            I blame that childish mind,
                                      that think that love is a game
Love should never be blamed,
                                     for giving our life its shine
It wasn't love's fault,
                                   that fault was your & mine
They say that love is blind
                                 And I still believe it's not,
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Thanks You
 
Thanks for always being there for me.
                     Thanks for that person you helped me to be
Thanks that you never let me be alone
                 Thanks that forever you promise to be my own
Thanks for black memories you helped me to remove                        
Thanks for loyalty that every day you prove
Thanks for the smile you put back on my face
            Thanks that my loneliness has got no more space
Thanks for your patience that time I was so fool
           Thanks you forget that whenever you get my call
If life has got some justice I'd thank you forever
          It wouldn't be enough, , , , for the best person ever
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The Story Of Every Night
 
I think of you when the night time comes
I think of you when the light goes away
I wander how that love is gone
I think of every word we used to say
I remember every moment we spent together
I feel so much of sorrow and pain
I feel how cruel was the way you left
But wish I could have you back again
I blame that destiny who took you away
To let me know a truth that I never wished to know
I blame that heart who still want you
I tell him you're gone and life must go
then light comes back and I couldn't even sleep
Suffering of thoughts of a terrible mind
and that's the story of a broken heart
Who still believe that love is not blind
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